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Firm Background and Location 
 

Since 1987, DOZ has been providing accounting, consulting, and tax services to investors, sponsors, 
owners, developers, and managers of affordable housing communities and related entities.  Our clients 
include: 
 

 Affordable housing communities (family and elderly), 
 Not-for-profit sponsors, 
 For-profit and not-for-profit syndicators, 

 Community, regional, and national banks, 
 For-profit and not-for-profit management companies, 
 Development and construction companies, and 
 Other entities engaged in community development endeavors. 

 
Our clients are located throughout the country; however, we service all clients from one central location 

in Carmel, Indiana (an Indianapolis suburb). Servicing all clients from one office ensures the firm’s 

ability to offer consistent, quality 
services on each engagement. 
Leveraged knowledge sharing with firm 
staff and modern facilities to enhance 
training and collaboration are innate 
advantages from growing the firm from 

one location. Our centralized location 
also provides a competitive advantage in 
that we do not have the administrative 
redundancy of multiple offices. Our 
clients receive the best of both worlds – 
the expertise of a national practice with 
service and pricing normally expected 

from local or regional practices.  
  

DOZ currently employs over 175 full-
time professional employees, all focused 
in the affordable housing arena.  Our staff includes over 150 accountants and 25 individuals providing 
administrative support.  Most of our new staff members were previous interns, having experienced at 
least one full busy season with DOZ.  Over 100 of DOZ's professionals are active Certified Public 

Accountants. 
 
Summary of Services 
 
DOZ's menu of affordable housing services is summarized below and detailed in the pages that follow.   
 

 Low Income Housing Tax Credit Audits  
 HUD and Not-For-Profit Audits 
 Syndicated Fund Audits 
 Rural Development Audits 
 Other Agency Audits 
 Affordable Housing Corporate Audits 

 Construction Company Audits 

 Long Term Care Audits 
 Tax Return Preparation Services  
 Equity Underwriting Model 
 LIHTC Investment Due Diligence 
 Secondary and Post Year 11 Transactions 
 Organizational Assessments 
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Low Income Housing Tax Credit Audits  
 

DOZ provides annual audit services to over 1,800 entities that own affordable housing communities 
financed in part with capital contributions received from the sale of Low Income Housing Tax Credits 
(LIHTC). We are particularly experienced with the unique accounting and auditing concepts associated 
with these engagements, including:  
 

 Compliance with entity formation 
documents (guarantees, cash flow uses, 

sale of property or partnership interests, 
etc.), 

 Loan or grant documents (use restrictions, 
cash flow restrictions, etc.),  

 Initial lease up and development 
capitalization, 

 Compliance with provisions of Section 42 of 

the Internal Revenue Code, and 
 Many of the operating entities we audit are 

financed with tax-exempt private activity 
bonds and the LIHTC with highly complex 
derivative instruments.   
 

Our firm has become well known and respected nationally for its expertise relative to the LIHTC program. 
Our services include: 
 

 Assistance with the LIHTC application process required to receive a reservation of LIHTC,  
 10% cost certifications required to carryover LIHTC reservations,  
 Review of entity formation and loan documents,  
 Assistance in the negotiations with syndicators and lenders,  

 Final cost certifications required for issuance of IRS form(s) 8609, 
 Assistance with preparation of credit delivery schedules and completion of IRS form(s) 8609, 

 Agreed upon procedure engagements for compliance monitoring,  
 Annual monitoring of partner capital accounts, asset performance with original projections at 

underwriting, and consultation with respect to partner interest valuations and exit strategies,  
 Arbitrage rebate calculations relative to tax-exempt bond financed properties, and 
 Consultation with respect to partner interest valuations and exit strategies. 

 
HUD and Not-For-Profit Audits 
 
DOZ specializes in audits performed in accordance with the standards for financial audits contained in 
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and for not-
for-profit entities, the Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996, and the provisions of OMB Uniform 

Guidance. DOZ provides annual audit services to approximately 1,300 entities as required by the Single 
Audit Act Amendments of 1996, the provisions of OMB Uniform Guidance, and the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). DOZ is experienced with for-profit and not-for-profit entities 
receiving all types of HUD assistance, including:  
 

 Direct loans or grants under Sections 202 and 811 of the National Housing Act (NHA),  

 Mortgages insured by HUD pursuant to Sections 221(d)3, 221(d)4, 223(a)7, 223(f), 232, and 

236 of the NHA, 
 Section 8 rental assistance for direct loan and HUD insured mortgage properties, 
 Project Rental Assistance Contracts for properties that received Section 202 or 811 capital 

advances, and  
 Interest credit agreements related to Section 236 mortgages before and after decoupling. 

 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING AUDIT AND 

TAX ENGAGEMENTS 
     

 

Program/Assistance 

 

 Approximate 
engagements  

 

 

Low Income Housing 
Tax Credit 

 1,900 
 

 HUD Assistance  1,465  

 Rural Development  350  

 Other State Agency  200  

 

Syndicated Tax Credit 
Fund 

 115 
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Our significant experience results in a staff that is well versed on the requirements of the Consolidated 
Audit Guide for Audits of HUD Programs (the Guide).  We have created a streamlined audit approach 

that meets the Guide’s requirements, but results in effective and efficient audits for our clients.  DOZ 
possesses advanced knowledge of HUD's electronic REAC system and the Federal Audit Clearinghouse 
data collection system, through submitting over 1,400 submissions every year.  
 
We regularly work with not-for-profit organizations that sponsor affordable housing and ancillary 
community development programs.  This experience allows us to respond to the risks unique to not-for-
profit sponsor organizations, such as: 

 
 Financial statement close process and accounting for eliminations and non-controlling interests, 
 Consolidation of wholly owned or variable interest entities, 
 Valuation of investments in partnerships and real estate, 
 Valuation (collectability) of receivables, 
 Valuation of debt and compliance with debt covenants, 

 Management and intercompany income, 

 Payroll and related costs, 
 Grant or operating agreement compliance, and 
 Non-for-profit specific disclosures (such as net asset restrictions). 

 
Syndicated Fund Audits 
 

DOZ provides audit and consulting services to over 115 syndicated funds that have been formed to 
invest in properties that are eligible for the LIHTC and/or Historic Tax Credits (HTC). These are both 
single and multi-investor funds, and may require the consolidation of dozens of properties or adherence 
to equity method accounting principles.  The partners in these funds include national, regional, and local 
banks, insurance companies, and various non-financial corporations. The funds audited by DOZ have 
invested approximately $2 billion in 700 operating entities.   
 

We understand that investor reporting deadlines are critical.  We regularly adapt our requested 
documents and scheduled procedures as needed in the event lower tier audited financial statements or 

other information is not available timely.  We plan engagements to avoid surprises and missed due 
dates.  In addition, we often coordinate the follow up to ensure receipt of lower tier audited financial 
statements, lower tier tax returns, and component auditor and peer review letters.  
 
Rural Development Audits 

 
DOZ annually provides audit services to approximately 350 entities that receive assistance from U.S. 
Department of Agriculture - Rural Development (RD). These entities employ a variety of RD programs 
including loans and/or rental assistance in accordance with Sections 505, 515, 521, and 538 of the 
Housing Act of 1949.  Predominantly, these entities fall under the audit requirements of RD Handbook 
HB-2-3560. Many of these entities require the issuance of additional reports (agreed upon procedure 

engagements) to aid users in evaluating submissions of Form RD 3560-7, Multiple Housing Project 
Budget, and 3560-10, Multifamily Housing Borrower Balance Sheet. DOZ regularly works with our clients 
with financial reporting compliance requirements for RD properties to ease the process of submitting to 
the RD MINC system. 
 
Other Agency Audits 

 

DOZ provides audit services to approximately 160 entities that must adhere to an agency specific audit 
guide.  DOZ is adept at working through agency audit guides and helping clients format and prepare 
financial statements that satisfy the various demands and requirements of federal, state, and local 
agencies, and investors. DOZ regularly communicates directly with agencies and investors on behalf of 
our clients to resolve audit draft questions or necessary clarification on new requirements.  
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We annually review the reporting requirements of each state agency regardless of past experience, to 
ensure we have a proper understanding of the required audit procedures (i.e., GAGAS), supplemental 

disclosures, and audited statement submission. These agencies include: 
 

 California Housing Finance Agency and Department of Housing and Community Development,  
 Connecticut Housing Finance Authority,  
 Delaware State Housing Authority, 
 Illinois Housing Development Authority,  
 Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority,  

 Maryland Department of Housing and Community Development,  
 Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,   
 Michigan State Housing Development Authority,  
 Missouri Housing Development Commission, 
 New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency,  
 North Carolina Housing Finance Agency, 

 Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency,  

 Virginia Housing Development Authority, and  
 Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority.   

 
Affordable Housing Corporate Audits 
 
The majority of our audit and accounting clients are single asset entities that own affordable housing, 

however, we also provide those same services to organizations across the country that own, manage, 
or develop affordable housing projects through their subsidiaries.  Today DOZ commonly works with 
organizations engaged in the gamut of housing and community development endeavors.  These clients 
typically have the following in common: 
 

 Organized to expand affordable housing opportunities, 
 Hold varying ownership interests in affordable housing in separate legal entities (limited liability 

company or partnership),  
 Require the review and application of consolidation and variable interest entity guidance, and in 

the case of consolidation, the elimination of material intercompany transactions,  
 Provide management, asset, and/or and development services to affordable housing entities, 

and 
 Require financial statements that meet the needs of the Board of Directors and other 

stakeholders.   

 
A sample of the affordable housing and community development programs in which DOZ has experience 
beyond the LIHTC and other programs previously described is as follows: 
 

 Affordable Housing Program Conditional Grants, 
 Affordable Housing Trust Fund Program, 

 City of Indianapolis Supportive Housing Grant, 
 Community Development Block Grants, 
 Department of Veterans Affairs - Homeless Providers Grant and Per Diem Programs, 
 Department of Energy - Weatherization Assistance Program Grant (Recovery Act Funded), 
 Department of Health and Human Services - Communities Putting Prevention to Work Initiative 

Funding (Recovery Act Funded), 

 Emergency Shelter Grants Programs, 

 Green Retrofit Program for Multifamily Housing Grants (Recovery Act Funded), 
 Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS, 
 HOME Investments Partnership Program Funds, 
 Neighborhood Stabilization Program Grants (Recovery Act Funded), 
 Section 4 Capacity Building for Community Development and Affordable Housing Grants, and 
 Service Coordinator Cost Reimbursement Grants. 
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Construction Company Audits 
 

DOZ provides audit our other accounting services to several organizations that operate in the 
construction industry.  The majority of the contractors focus on affordable housing.  We have the 
relevant experience to understand the unique audit areas of a contractor, such as: revenue recognition 
and over/under billing, contract receivables and retention, contractor profit gain/fade analysis, related 
party disclosures, and contract backlog.  
 
Long Term Care Audits  

 
DOZ also provides audit services to owners and operators of nursing homes, assisted living facilities, 
skilled nursing facilities, and other senior housing providers. We are familiar with the regulatory 
compliance requirements, cost reporting and reimbursement issues germane to the industry.  
 
Tax Return Preparation Services 

 

DOZ prepares annual federal, state and local tax returns for over 4,000 affordable housing related 
entities located in all 50 states and over 60 different state and local taxing jurisdictions.  The ownership 
entities include partnerships, C-corporations, subchapter S-corporations, limited liability companies, 
tax-exempt organizations, and individuals. 
 
DOZ has been engaged to provide research and analysis for the complex body of tax laws applicable to 

the real estate and affordable housing industries.  DOZ has been involved with Internal Revenue Code 
(IRC) Section 42 LIHTC projects since the firm was formed in 1987 – the same year the LIHTC was 
instituted.  The five tax partners and principals have over 100 years of combined experience in real 
estate and taxation. 
 
The federal tax code provides many favorable tax provisions relating to the real estate and affordable 
housing industry.  However, as is always the case, favorable tax treatment is accompanied by 

complexity.  Our history has cultivated the expertise and experience to provide guidance in all areas of 
partnership taxation such as: 

 
 Structuring real estate transactions,  
 Transfers of ownership through sales,  
 Exchanges or redemptions of partnership interests,  
 Disposition and sales of property,  

 Partnership 704(b) allocation issues including the highly complicated rules relating to liability 
allocation,  

 Related party issues which can affect the current deductibility of partnership expenses, and  
 Tax credit issues arising from the application of IRC Section 42.  

 
Ownership of real estate, while dominated by partnerships and limited liability companies, takes many 

forms. Exempt organizations are very active in the affordable housing industry. DOZ prepares returns 
for and consults with over 350 exempt organizations. Since 2009, DOZ has devoted substantial time 
and resources assisting and guiding our clients with understanding and complying with the disclosure 
requirements relating to the “new” IRS Form 990. 
 
DOZ’s experience with the use of exempt organizations, C-Corporations, S-Corporations, partnerships 

and limited liability companies as owners and/or general partners developing, constructing, managing 

and holding real estate gives DOZ the expertise to assist our clients with any taxation issue relating to 
the real estate and affordable housing industry.  
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Equity Underwriting Model 
 

DOZ has developed and brought to market a Microsoft excel-based model to underwrite and manage 
tax credit investments.  Clients can acquire the model for their own use or engage DOZ to assist with 
compilation and forecasting.   
 
The model is a "cradle to grave" tool that provides for initial underwriting of projects along with the 
ability to update to actual activity throughout the investment life cycle for asset management. The tool 
provides projections and analysis for 4%, 9%, and acquisition/rehab LIHTC deals and has the ability to 

also underwrite deals and bifurcate benefits to the partners utilizing state LIHTCs, federal and state 
historic tax credits, federal solar energy credits, 45L credits and other state credits as needed.  
 
The greatest differentiator of the DOZ equity model is its flexibility and adaptability.  In the development 
stages of the model, DOZ surveyed developers, syndicators, and investors and then built the model 
accordingly.  The result was a model not seen elsewhere on the market that can be utilized by all market 

participants alike.  Utilizing the model enables all partners in a transaction to manage the asset and 

make projections with the same tool, which creates synergies through the property's life cycle. To 
support users of the model for the long-term, the back-end coding of the model was built from the 
ground up.  Our clients now have access to a proprietary tool that can be customized to incorporate 
specific metrics, preferences, and foresights utilized within their organizations. The model integrates the 
following schedules with option for the further customization: 
 

1. Tax Credit Detail 
2. Lease-Up Schedule 
3. Construction Sources 
4. Permanent Sources 
5. Uses Schedule - Application of Funds 
6. Sources and Uses Summary 
7. Debt Service Detail 

8. Rental Breakdown 
9. Cash Flow Calculation 

10. Waterfall Detail 
11. Developer Fee Detail 
12. Depreciation Schedule 
13. Amortization Schedule 
14. Pass Fail Outcome on Bond Tests 

15. Asset Management Investment Tracking 
 
As a result of additional interest in our offerings in this area we delivered a webinar in August 2016 on 
"Advanced Financial Modeling Concepts for Multifamily LIHTC Projects" and speak annually at national 
conferences on underwriting best practices.   
 

LIHTC Investment Due Diligence 
 
DOZ provides LIHTC investment due diligence to help syndicators and investors reach their highest 
potential in the market.  LIHTC investment due diligence can be completed at the syndicated fund level 
or for a specific transaction.     
 

DOZ's Property Investment Report (PIR) provides the due diligence for underwriting new LIHTC 

transactions. Our model provides analytical insight on a particular new project development based on 
AHIC's acquisition and underwriting guidelines. In a dashboard format, the PIR report does not contain 
subjective conclusions, only those supported through analytical evidence in an easy to follow report.  
The PIR can be used by investors to analyze credit delivery and investment rate of return.   The PIR can 
be used by developers and owners with general partner interests to show the strength of a new 
development to syndicators and investors and justify proper pricing.   
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The PIR is an extremely powerful tool because of the results it provides and the manner in which they 
are provided.  This report is typically 6-8 pages in total with a combined visual and descriptive end 

product making it concise with relative detail that matters.  The reader does not have to search through 
excess narrative or struggle with interpreting shifting references to understand significant inferences.  
The DOZ model is updated as AHIC guidelines are updated to ensure that clients have the most current 
information and benchmarks. Due to the comprehensive and consistent nature of the model, the report 
enables efficient and effective comparison of different deals, while users gain comfort that they are 
reviewing complete information for each PIR.  
 

The Investment Dashboard compiles 74 separate and key due diligence items that consolidate the AHIC 
underwriting guidelines, and provides an easy-to-read format for areas that do not meet the AHIC 
standards. An Appendix describing how our dashboard criteria coincide with the AHIC guidelines is 
included in the PIR. The results become a risk assessment model with identifiable areas that may require 
action prior to closing a transaction or serve as areas that may receive additional attention during lease-
up of the project.  

 

LIHTC investment due diligence at the syndicated fund level begins with a fund overview outlining 28 
summary analytical references from a fund portfolio perspective. The fund review model is organized by 
property characteristics and development budget indicators after a review of each individual property 
through the PIR model.  The results of the fund review provide a centralized report of each PIR.  
 
From the results of this review, clients are able to better evaluate the following: 

 
 Investor capital contributions relative to their timing, risk, and yield, 
 Benefits scheduling,  
 Projections relative to each property's yield rate and dollar per credit pricing,  
 Front-end fees and expenses, and 
 Working capital reserve floor provision. 

 

Secondary and Post Year 11 Transactions 
 

The current market inventory for Year 15 properties increases by nearly 100,000 units annually. The 
inventory growth is in addition to a surplus backlog of 600,000 units that will require rehabilitation 
before properties fall to a state of dilapidation. This portfolio not only creates prospects for transferring 
interests and property, but becomes an industry preservation challenge. These market trends create 
huge opportunities for investors, syndicators, developers, and owners of affordable housing assets.  DOZ 

offers a diverse and connected range of services that will enable clients, no matter which type of 
participant, to get a step ahead to mitigate long term operational, financial, and tax risk while seizing 
the potential investment upside.  
 
DOZ's offered services in the area of dispositions, Year 11 to 14 transactions, and secondary transactions 
are: 

 
 Individual property or portfolio documentation review and summary, 
 Qualified Contract Processing documentation and advisory, 
 General Partner or Limited Partner disposition market analysis, both as a buyer or seller, 
 Model analysis for market positioning and partnership interest transfer potential,  
 Technical review on a transaction basis for tax concerns, legal documents, and general 

consulting, and 

 Syndicator disposition policies and procedures development. 
 
DOZ also conducts the only nationwide survey of Year 15 LIHTC housing buyers, sellers, lenders, 
investors and intermediaries participating in over $4 billion in transactions.  While survey participant 
identification is kept confidential, we do facilitate discussions and meetings among participants.  
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Organizational Assessments (AHIC Guidelines) 
 

DOZ's experience and history working with syndicators, both at the upper-tier and lower-tier levels, 
provides us with the tools to help equity providers refine their operations. These insights lead to 
enhanced investment yields, streamlined workflow, and improve syndicator customer service to LIHTC 
investors.  
 
Our assessment, or sponsor review, is based on four primary topics on the overall organization: 
 

 Organizational Overview - DOZ will gain an understanding of the organization's unique history, 
structure, and strategic outlook.  

 Financial Statement Analysis - DOZ will review the balance sheets for the past four years and 
the income statements for the past three years to document expense and revenue trends, 
liquidity, financial contingencies, and overall financial outlook of the organization. 

 Operational Functions - DOZ conducts reviews of staffing levels, continuous organizational 

functions, policies and procedures, and examines observance of industry accepted standards 

and guidelines.   
 Track Record - DOZ will review the sponsor's performance in the areas of fund and asset 

management which will be benchmarked versus industry standards.  DOZ will also review 
portfolio performance, fund level working capital reserves, and the potential impacts and 
sustainability of underperforming assets. 

 

Sponsor reviews provide a global outlook of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to 
their business. Our concise report provides the basis for executives to get in front of potential problems 
and build stronger lines of business.  After the initial sponsor review, DOZ is also available to provide 
more in-depth reviews of particular processes, including Information Technology, Finance, and 
Organizational Leadership/Executive Structure. 
 
Quality and Peer Review  

 
DOZ monitors its quality control system on an ongoing basis to provide the firm with reasonable 

assurance that the policies and procedures established for each of the elements of quality control are 
suitably designed and are being effectively applied.  This process is reviewed as part of our enrollment 
within the AICPA Peer Review Program and is also required in order to be a member of the AICPA 
Governmental Audit Quality Center.   
 

DOZ has received a “Pass” Report (Clean Report) in our last four Peer Review Inspections.  Our most 
recent Peer Review Report completed in November 2015 is located in an exhibit at the end of the firm 
profile.  There were no letters of comments.   


